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Inside this Issue:



AICE is pleased to announce the publication of its second  English Access

Microscholarship 2020-2022 Project report, highlighting its work to empower

youth from economically disadvantaged sectors from Leova, Dondușeni,

Șoldănești and Ștefan Vodă, cultivate local leaders, strengthen local institutions,

and extend access to quality education and information. This report includes

examples of our work including celebrating World Kindness Day, Access After-

School classes, celebrating Christmas,  Martin Luther King Jr. Day,  project on

community  service etc.
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Access students celebrating World
Kindness Day  
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World Kindness Day is a global day that promotes the importance of being kind
to each other, to yourself, and to the world. This day, celebrated on November 13
of each year, has the purpose to help everyone understand that compassion for
others is what binds us all together. 



Inventions play a part in our daily lives by providing us with the things we need to
live comfortably and healthily or by saving us precious time and effort as we carry
out our daily tasks. It is important to know who were these people and get inspired
by their ingenuity. Revising the Passive Voice while discussing about these 
 famous inventors was also a perfect occasion to improve   our students' grammar
skills. 
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 Access students during After-School classes -
Inventors and Inventions



 Access students Presentations - Inventors and
Inventions
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 Access students Presentations - Inventors and
Inventions
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How it all  began- The Mobile Phone 

During this lesson students found out about the origin of the cellular telephony ,the
first cellular call and the first call from a hand held cellular device. They talked
about their mobile phones and how they use their devices in their daily life. 



Real friendship knows no bounds, and it's not only humans who need it.
This time Access students found out about  unlikely friendships stories  of
animals who, with nothing else in common, bonded in the most unexpected
ways becoming inseparable  true friends.
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Unusual Friendship 
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 American Football 

During the course of Access Tech-pitch,  students have the possibility to talk
and learn a variety of new things for them. This time they learnt about
American football and the importance of this game for the American people.
To understand the difference between American Football and soccer, students
were suggested DIFFEN.COM,  a digital tool used to compare things. 
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Voice of America Course 
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World Origami Day 

Arts and crafts are a great way to support language learning as they make
English classes  engaging and fun and are extremely helpful in learning about
new things.  The best way to celebrate World Origami Day was by making
intricate things and complex shapes out of square pieces of paper. It was also
the perfect day to start learning about the history of this beautiful technique.
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Celebrating Christmas

Access students  reviewed Christmas vocabulary, found out about Christmas
celebrations around the world, read  about people’s attitudes to Christmas in the
US,  solved  Christmas quizzes, played online interactive games,   talked about
unusual Christmas gifts and about  their expectations for this beautiful holiday.
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Celebrating Christmas

Writing Christmas cards in English was an excellent way for our Access students
to practice  their   English writing skills while sending their festive wishes to
Santa Claus.
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Celebrating Christmas 

Integrating digital tools in the teaching-learning process is one of the most
important objectives of the program. Access  students learnt how to create digital 
 cards using http://oscrisoare.ro/. They practised their English writing skills by
sending each other electronic Christmas greetings. 
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Martin Luther King Jr.  Day 

Observed each year on the third Monday in January, Martin Luther King Day is
the holiday designated as a national day of service to encourage all Americans to
volunteer to improve their communities. Inspired by Martin Luther King Jr.’s
words: “Everybody can be great, because everybody can serve”, Access students 
 are ready for great things in  their community.
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The Founding Fathers of the USA- Benjamin
Franklin

 As one of the founding fathers with a powerful and lasting legacy, Benjamin
Franklin was also a genius of inquisitive mind and broad interests. In celebrating
Benjamin Franklin, Access students revisited his accomplishments and their impact
on history while casting new light on the American character. Students were asked
to do a deeper research on his personality and design their infographics about
Benjamin Franklin.
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Project on Community Service

The aim of this project was to prepare our Access students for the role of a
volunteer . The objectives of this project  were to help students understand the role
of a volunteer, the activities that could be carried out, how to identify the skills
required to be a successful volunteer and understand the frameworks that apply to
a volunteer.
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Project on Commuity Service

A great work on the part of Access students, as part of their Community Project,
to put their skills at work and design thank you letters to local employees on the
frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic. Their initiative was to create beautiful
handmade frames and show their gratitude and appreciation  to these people
for their everyday work and commitment during this very difficult time.
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Valea Trandafirilor 16, Chișinău , 2001, Republic of Moldova

+373 680122999     academiaaise@gmail.com  

 

www.academiaise.weebly.com 

The English Access Microscholarship Program (Access)

provides a foundation of  English language skills  to talented

13-20   year-olds from economically disadvantaged sectors

through after-school  classes and intensive sessions.

Access gives participants English skills that may lead to

better jobs and educational prospects. Participants also gain

the ability to compete for and participate in future

exchanges and study in the United States. Since its inception

in 2004, approximately 95,000 students in more than 85

countries have participated in the Access  Program.

The 2016-2020  ACCESS Microscholarship Program is

coordinated by Academy for Innovation and Change

through Education (AICE) and runs in four regions from

Moldova: Dubăsari, Telenești, Briceni and Basarabeasca.
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